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Additional file 7 – Algorithm Parameters and Model Summarization 
 Methods for estimating the ecological niche of biological phenomena have seen 
substantial attention in recent years [1-5]. Specifically, the use of presence-only data has evoked 
extensive discussion on the assumptions that are made when using modelling algorithms that 
create their own pseudo-absence data [5-9]. Niche estimation methods such as the Genetic 
Algorithm for Rule-Set Production (GARP) and maximum entropy (Maxent) randomly sample a 
user-defined background area in the formation of pseudo-absence data with which to build 
spatial predictions. So, definition of the background landscape in presence-only modelling 
pursuits is of paramount importance, as adeptly shown by Barve et al. [9, 10]. Elith et al. [9] 
point out that the background area (i.e. landscape of interest (L), as the referred document states) 
sampled for pseudo-absences is “suggested by the problem and defined by the ecologist”.  
 The sampling scheme set in place by the USDA and APHIS made the definition of the 
background area (herein referred to as sample space, or “S”) a conveniently straightforward one. 
CFTEP inspectors systematically patrol within the TEQA in search of R. microplus or R. 
annulatus presence. So, locations within this thoroughly surveyed region where the tick species 
have not been observed would naturally serve as an appropriate pseudo-absence, were GARP or 
Maxent to sample one there. Therefore, we defined our background as the area along the TEQA 
that is within 10km of the US-Mexico border (roughly equal to the area surveyed by USDA-
APHIS inspectors). 
GARP is a random-walk process that evolves a predictive rule (e.g. logistic regression, 
bioclimatic and range rules etc.) with subsequent iterations until minimal improvement in the 
prediction of independent test data is achieved. Maxent forms model predictions by maximizing 
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the entropy between the probability distribution of environmental variables at locations of 
presence to that of the user-selected study area [9, 11-13]. 
GARP models were built using the ‘best subsets’ method, which filters through internally 
created models so that only an accurate subset with low omission and commission error is 
retained [14, 15]. Maxent models were trained with default parameters intact, except training 
data allocation was set to 50% and the ‘clamping’ setting was removed [16]. The clamping 
parameter inhibits spatial projections from predicting novel environments as suitable. 
Considering the disequilibrium in both R. microplus and R. annulatus distributions that result 
from the eradication effort, use of this default setting would result in spurious spatial prediction. 
As an example, the reproductive temperature tolerances of both ticks species, independent of 
ambient humidity, occurs between 20-35°C [17, 18]. The mean temperature tolerances of our 
observed occurrences exhibit a much more conservative range of tolerance (20-24°C; see 
Additional file 6). This reduction in range of mean temperature has likely resulted from the 
artificially confined distribution of both tick species within the quarantine zone.  
Spatial models for each of the ten random subsets were converted to binary predictions 
via the ‘lowest presence threshold’ (LPT) technique developed by Pearson et al. [19] then 
summed to produce an amalgamate model containing the agreement in spatial prediction of all 
10 random subsets (e.g. a value of 5 means that 5 of the random subset models agree on 
suitability at a grid cell). 
Although we initially explored both algorithms, our goal was to present results of just one 
for simplicity. Additionally, all models contain a measure of uncertainty, so assessment via 
independent test data is necessary. So, we performed model validation by regional division of 
occurrences and subsequent prediction of independent testing points. Tests were developed 
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within 50 km of occurrence data under a k – 1 framework, where k = 4 subdivisions of our 
occurrence data. We then tested models built with all combinations of three sub regions in their 
predictive accuracy of occurrences within the excluded fourth region (Figure 1; [14]). R. 
annulatus occurrences were highly clustered and prevented acceptable subdivision into 
independent testing regions, so model testing was performed only with R. microplus occurrences. 
Initially the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
was developed in World War II for radar signal detection; however it has recently been applied 
as a standard method for the validation of species distribution models [8, 20]. Questions as to the 
reliability of traditional AUC have been raised, prompting discussion regarding how this method 
can be retro-fitted to the SDM field [7, 8, 21, 22]. We calculated partial ROC-AUC ratios using 
the Partial ROC software package developed by Barve [23], which allows for reliable 
comparison of model performance between spatial predictions produced by both GARP and 
Maxent and calculation of statistical significance [22]. AUC ratios were calculated with default 
parameters; however the omission threshold here was relaxed to 0.9. Maxent performed better 
than GARP in partial AUC scores across all four testing regions, so results produced by Maxent 
are used in this study (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Partial AUC ratios of Maxent and GARP 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Subdivision of testing regions for R. microplus occurrences. 
 
 
 
 
Reg. 1 Reg. 2 Reg. 3 Reg. 4 Reg. 1 Reg. 2 Reg. 3 Reg. 4
Mean 1.60 1.59 1.57 1.71 1.23 1.56 1.22 1.42
Standard Deviation 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.17 0.16 0.19 0.20
Number of replicates ≤ 1 0 0 0 0 103 7 342 89
P value 0 0 0 0 0.010 0.001 0.034 0.009
Maxent GARP
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